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TL cross 4 and TL Cross 8 switchboard
cabinets with traffic light line control
equipment are designed to connect
traffic monitoring systems equipment
with the output power circuits of the
traffic light road controller.

Cabinet structure is vibration and impact
resistant. The housings are dust and moisture
proof, the door is closed tightly. Bottom panel
of the cabinet has a door with cable glands for
connecting cables from external check point
devices and networks.

The connection is made with several voltage
relays and an input/output device or an
interface converter located inside the
cabinets. Traffic light line signals are
converted into discrete relay closed/open
signals and then into a multiplexed data
stream in the form of Ethernet messages.

Switching and converting equipment, and a power source are located inside the
housing and on the door. Inner equipment is securely fixed on DIN-rails and special
brackets, all the necessary switching between the inner connectors is provided. All
electric and telecommunication connections run through corresponding leakage
current, overvoltage, short circuit and surge voltage (lightning) protection devices.

SWITCHBOARD CABINET
TLCross
With traffic light control equipment
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Cabinets are mounted on a solid support (a pole, a lamp post, etc.) near the check
point equipment. Sets of cables and elements for mounting on poles are included.

HOUSING IP66
Number of traffic light controller connection
lines

- VC TLCross 4
- VC TLCross 8

Up to 4
Up to 8

Number and type of channels for connection 
to telecommunication network

1, 10/100BASE-T Ethernet

Central Contoller
Input/output module, 14 Digital Input, 8Digital 
Output

Power on / off control of connected devices Remote: automatic and manual
POWER VOLTAGE 165...265 VAC
Own power consumption

- VC TLCross 4
- VC TLCross 8

9.5 W
16.5 W

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE From - 60 to + 70°С
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
(AT 25 ºС)

Up to 98%

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 60.0 - 110.0 kPa 
DIMENSIONS WXHXD 300 × 300 × 200 mm
WEIGHT

- VC TLCross 4
- VC TLCross 8

7.5 kg
8.2 kg

Technical details


